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The idea of a fuzzy functional equation of the type 
Y=f(X,,Xz,...,X,,, A,, A,,..., A,) 
(where X,, X, ,..., X,,, A,, A, ,..., A, are treated as fuzzy numbers) and the methods 
of its resolution are dealt with. It is shown that in the case of existence of A,, A>,.... 
A, satisfying the equation given above, the resolution problem is equivalent to the 
resolution of fuzzy relational equation of the type 
Y=A,“A, ..’ 1 A,,L R. 
The idea of fuzzy functional equations generated by fuzzy relation is presented and 
the algorithm using the notion of probabilistic sets and leading to the resolution of 
fuzzy functional equations in the case of “noises” is given as well. Some numerical 
examples form an illustration of presented algorithms, pointing out there, the most 
characteristic features. a‘ 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTIONARY REMARKS 
The theory of fuzzy sets and approximate reasoning [22, 231 provided a 
wide range of methods in description of so-called ill-defined complex 
systems. Among a various kind of methods we could distinguish one large 
group where the notion of fuzzy relational equations was widely applied. 
Today there are a lot of works devoted to the use of these category of 
equations, important from the theoretical and practical point of view. The 
works of Sanchez [ 18, 191 commenced theoretical investigations on max- 
min (min-max) relational equations (e.g., [4, 16, 201) and studies on its use 
in practical problems such as medical diagnosis [19], diagnostics of 
technical devices [2,20, 211 or fuzzy control of industrial processes 
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[3, 12, 13, 141. On the other hand we could note a wide class of fuzzy 
equations with fuzzy variables and coefficients having the following form: 
Y=f(X,, x2,..., x , A,, A, ,... , A,), (1) 
where X,, X, ,..., X, are fuzzy (or nonfuzzy) variables, A,, A2 ,..., A,$ stand 
for fuzzy (nonfuzzy) coefficients, f denotes a mapping transforming X,, 
X, ,..., X,, A,, A, ,..., A, into fuzzy set Y. Further on, we assume all 
variables and coefficients are defined on R, so we deal with the situation 
x, 3 x, ,...’ X,,, A,, A, ,..., A,, are fuzzy numbers defined by their membership 
functions 
px,: lR-+ [0, 11, i= I, 2 ,..., 4 pa,: R -+ [O, I], j= 1, 2 )...) s, (2) 
where Y is the fuzzy number calculated according extension principle [22]. 
There are some papers dealing with this class of objects, e.g., [6, 7, 8, 151, 
so the further studies on these topics are useful as well from theoretical and 
applicational point of view. 
In the paper we present some methods of solution of equations of the 
type given above considering two main cases: 
(i) The form of f is known, X, , X2,..., X,, Y are given and they 
satisfy Eq. (1 ), find A,, A, ,..., A,. 
(ii) The form off is unknown a series of X, , X1,..., X,, Y is given; we 
look for such fuzzy parameters A,, A*,..., A,y and function f optimal in 
sense of criterion which will be specified further. 
Let us note that these problems are strictly connected with practical pur- 
poses of this type of equations, e.g., consider a fuzzy linear system given by 
Dubois and Prade [9], 
X k+, =A Ox,@BO Uk, (3) 
where 0, @ are multiplication and addition operations performed 
according to the extension principle, X,, X,, , , Uk are given, calculate 
A, B. 
We start from case (i), next discussing the problem of fuzzy functional 
models (functions) generated by fuzzy relation, which will be useful in con- 
siderations case (ii). 
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2. SOLUTION OF THE EQUATION Y=f(X,, X2,..., X,,, AI, A2,...,A,) 
2.1. Solution of the Equation Y= f(X, A) 
Let us discuss our idea of solution of the simplest fuzzy functional 
equation starting from the following form of equation: 
Y=f(X A), (4) 
PAY)= sup (minbAx), PAa))), (5) 
((.x,0) E w x R: ” = f(x.o)} 
X, Y are given and they satisfy Eq. (4), the form off is known as well. 
Further on we assume that the function f with a treated as a parameter 
fulfils the condition: 
Q > I! > fk 4 = Y viz. f-‘(a, y) =x. (6) 
u,yEDB .rsR 
Consider Y = A 0 K PAY) = su~((~,~)~~~~:~=~+.~} (min(pAxX PA(a))) 
supatR (min(pA(a), px( y-a))). Because the fact fuzzy numbers under 
i operation have no group structure, the solution of the equation 
abovestated is not obvious. We show that the Eq. (4) could be rewritten in 
the form of fuzzy relational equation of the type 
Y=AoR (7) 
which due to results of Sanchez [ 181 could be easily solved. Let us define a 
fuzzy relation R as I 
f4a~ Y) = ~~(.f~ ‘(4 ~1). (8) 
Then we have 
Py(y) =w (min(PAaL PAa, Y))) (9) 
USR 
and finally we get 
a=R@ Y, (10) 
where A denotes least upper bound solution of fuzzy equation (7) @ 
stands for @-composition defined as 
(11) 
da, Y) WAY) = 1 1 if PAa, Y)<P~Y) PAYI if PAa, Y) > ti A.v). (12) 
’ If assumption (6) is not satisfied, ~,(a, v) is defined in the following way: ~,(a, v) = 
sup,., = ,(< I.,) FAX). 
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Least upper bound solution is unique, however, we could find a family of 
lower bound solutions as presented in [4] or [16]. In the case of many 
pairs of fuzzy numbers (Xi, Y,), i = 1, 2 ,..., M, satisfying Eq. (4) A is 
calculated as follows 
A= ; A,, (13) 
i= I 
where ai= Ri @ Y,. Some remarks on the properties of least upper bound 
solution A with respect to the properties of fuzzy numbers Xi could be 
found, e.g., in [3]. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let us consider the following numerical example, putting 
down X= N + (positive integer numbers) and specifying 
Y=A@X (14) 
X, Y, A are given: 
x 12 3 4 5 6 I 8 
(15) 
/‘a 1 0.5 0.3 0 0 0 0 0 
Px 0.6 I 0.4 0 0 0 0 0 
I") 0 0.6 I 0.5 0.4 0.3 0 0 
Of course, X and Y satisfy Eq. ( 14); A is unknown. Then fuzzy relation R 
calculated according to Eq. (8) is equal to 
\ ? 1 2 3 4 5 6 
.Y 
1 0 0.6 1 0.4 0 0 
2 0 0 0.6 1 0.4 0 
3 0 0 0 0.6 1 0.4 
4 0 0 0 0 0.6 I 
5 0 0 0 0 0 0.6 
(16) 
Applying @-composition one gets 
PA(l)= 1, p”k(2) = 0.5, p,.j(3) = 0.3 /LA(4) = 0.3 
pa(5) = 0.3 pi = 0, i = 6. (17) 
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2.2. Solution of the Fuzzy Functional Equation Y = f(X, A ,, AZ,..., A,) 
Let us consider that X, A,, AZ ,..., A,s are fuzzy numers, X and Y are 
given, A 1 ,..., A, are unknown coefficients of the equation. Using extension 
principle we get 
Assuming additionally that S fulfils the condition: 
v 3 3! > x=S ‘(a,, a,,..., a,, y). .v,rr,,u* . . u, t R YE I18 
Equation (18) could be rewritten in the form 
PAY)= sup (min(min@,,(a,), ~,+(aJ,..., 
a, ,“2 /..., or E R 
where 
puA,(a,)), pda,, a2 ,..., a,, y))), 
pR(aI, a,,..., a,, y) = 
PAX) if 3,, RT x =f '(a,, a2,..., a,, Y) 
0 otherwise. 
The introduction of the notation 
P&J = minb,,(a, 1, ~u,,(a2L PA,(a,)), 
a = (a,, a, ,..., a,y) leads to the expression 








The resolution of fuzzy relational equation given above is obtained by the 
use of @-composition of R and Y 
a=R@ Y (24) 
(A 2 A). Performing a projection of ,J? we get the membership function of 
respective fuzzy numbers a,, a2 ,..., a,, 
A^; = Proj A, (25) 
P2,Cai) = sup pda,, a2 ,..., a,). (26) 
u,.q /.... ~i-,,ui+, t R 
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Let us note that Eq. (20) could be rewritten as 
that leads to the following fuzzy relational equation: 
Y=A,oA,o ‘.. oA,,oR 
and 
ai = Proj (R @ Y), i = 1) 2 )...) S. 
C-28) 
(29) 
2.3. Solution of the Fuzzy Functional Equation Y = f(X, , X2 ,..., A',,, A , , 
A z,..,, A,,) 
Applying extension principle one gets 
PY(Y)= sup 
((x,.1 ,.. r,,,o,.u~,. ..a ,)t w+\. (min(px,(xl), P~~(x~L...~ , = f ? Y,..TZ ,..... ‘n,a,.oZ,. ..o,)) 
11x,(x,,), Cln,(a, ). PA2(Q2L PA,(U,))h (30) 
Assuming the following condition is satisfied 
v 
I,O,,U? ,..., U,.l;,.Yiz . .\-,-,tR’ 
3 
\-“ER 
x,, = f -‘( y, a,, a2 ,..., u,, -XI, x2,..., x,, ,I. 
(31) 
Equation (30) is equivalent to the fuzzy relational equation of the type: 
Y=X,~~X,~ ... OX,, ~,3ApAZ~ .“A,oR, (32) 
where R is calculated in the way analogous to that described in the 
previous section. Then each fuzzy number A, is calculated according to the 
relationship 
a, = Proj Proj (R @ Y), (33) 
I Y, .q.. ..x,- ,
PA,(%) = sup sup(inf(pR(xl, x2,-., x,2 I, ul, u23-.t u5) w~U(y)))’ 
a,.=2 ,..., 0, Is,+1 ,... rr,ER 
t,.q . . X.-l E R 
(34) 
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3. FUZZY FUNCTIONAL EQUATION GENERATED BY A FUZZY RELATION R 
3.1. An Algorithm of Generation of Fuzzy Functional Equation 
In this section we present an algorithm leading to the determination of a 
fuzzy functional equation on the base of a fuzzy relation R defined on car- 
tesian product R x R. Let us notice that for each nonfuzzy set X 
(degenerated fuzzy set) with the membership function 
if x=x0 
otherwise, (35) 
we are able to assign real number y, using max-min composition of X and 
R (Y = X @ R) in many ways, e.g., 
(i) taking maximal grade of value of membership function of Y 
h4Y,,)=suPhw (36) 
I’E KS 




Each element of a fuzzy relation ,B~(x, y)(r(x, y)) denotes the strength 
(weight) of the connection existing between x and y, x, YE R, so it is a 
natural way to take it into account in construction of a functional model of 
the type y = f(x, a,, a, ,..., a,T) (now we consider the coefficients are non- 
fuzzy ones, next the method of generation of fuzzy numbers A,, AZ,..., A,Y 
will be presented). The values of a,, a,,..., a, could be calculated using 
weighted least squares method where the weights are equal to the 
appropriate elements of fuzzy relation R. Thus we obtain 
Q(al ya2,..., a, ) = ss (Y -.f(x, a,, a,,..., a ))’ 4x, Y) dx dy (38) w iw 
and 
Q(alop,, a20p,1...r avop,) =o, uf?i;,, Qh a23-.T a,). 
3 . ,I (39) 
If f is differentiable function with respect to its parameters, alopt, aZopt,..., 
asopt could be calculated by a resolution of “s” normal equations: 
ss (Y -f(x, aI, a,,..., a,s)) y(x, Y) af/% dx 4 = 0 (40) R w 
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Generally alopt, Q~~~~,..., asopt depend on concrete values of the elements of 
fuzzy relation R. Let us introduce aR fuzzy relation defined as follows: 
Mx, y ) = 
4x, .v) if r(x, y) 2 x 
0 otherwise, (41) 
X, 4’ E R, CI E [0, 11. Now we could modify Eq. (38) replacing integration 
over the whole domain Rx R by an integral over the support of ctR 
relation: 
Q(u,, a,,...  0,) 
= ss (Y-.f(x, a,a2>...> a,))’ r(x, Y) dx dy ((r,~)tiWxR.lr,?,)Esupp(aR)I 
(42) 
if r = 0, Q, = Q. Minimization of Q(u, , a,,..., a,) with respect to unknown 
parameters leads to a system of “s” normal equations the same type as (40). 
Q(u,,, a21,..., %)= n-in Q(ul, a, ,..., a,). (43) a, m.. .U$ 
The optimal values of a,, a,,..., ti,, independent of the level of !I are 
calculated as 
V(G,, ti2 ,..., ii,) = min V,(u,,, u21 ,..., u,,), (44) I 
where y, is calculated according to the centre of area method: 
(46) 
Criterion (45) expresses the fact the coefficients of the functional model 
should be calculated to minimize a sum of Euclidean distances between 
nonfuzzy representation of fuzzy relation (in sense of Eq. (46)) and non- 
fuzzy model, for each nonfuzzy input x E R. 
Fuzzy coeflicients A,, A 2 ,..., A s could be derived basing on the concept 
of maximizing fuzzy sets [22], by sequential calculations making use of the 
values of performance index V, for different CI. We put down 
PA,(%) = 1 - 
V, - inf, I/, 
supa V, - inf, V, (47) 
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assuming additionally the membership function defined in such a way has a 
support equal to the interval 
3.2. Validation of the Fuzzy Functional Equation 
We propose two groups of indices measuring the distance between fuzzy 
functional model (equation) and fuzzy relational equation forming the base 
of its generation. One group of indices which could be called group of 
global indices has the form 
Q,q= f i(xioR~f(Xj~ A*, A2,..., A,y)) (49) 
;= I 
([ stands for nonlocal distance, e.g., Minkowski’s distance) 
Q,=f (J 
l/P 




(p 3 1 ), Xi is a testing fuzzy set. Of course Q, depends on the choice of a 
family of testing sets Xi i= 1, 2,..., N. In the most general case we put down 
{Xi} = Fjlw), family of all fuzzy ‘sets defined on R, although in practical 
cases such calculations are impossible to be performed. Sometimes it is 
convenient to consider X, i = 1, 2,..., N (N < + CC ) having the properties 
max ~~,~,(-4 > 1, v .rtR’ (51) 
min P~,~,(-Y) < , v (52) YEIR 
(e.g., a 3 0.5, y < 0.1, cf. [3, 51). The number of computations will decrease 
considerably, Eqs. (51), (52) assure that the fitness of the fuzzy relation R 
and fuzzy equation will be performed in a whole range of the space R. 
Another group of methods of validation of fuzzy functional equations 
take into account local performance index, so any differences (distances) 
between X,0 R and f(X,, A ,,..., A,) are calculated in distinguished points of 
the space Y(R). Taking into account a collection of fuzzy sets X,, X,,..., 
X,V with the properties expressed by Eqs. (51) and (52) we propose the 
following local index measuring the distance between membership function 
of fuzzy set j-(X,, A 1, A, ,..., A,) and X, 0 R in such points where the mem- 
bership function pX, R attains its maximum. So we get 











lllx, A<) - &,X,.,4,.,42 . . n,,(5)1. (55) 
‘= ’ -JP,,W~I(X,IR,.A*, .A,l(I.)J 
Local performance indices are very simple in calculations, leading to the 
fast validation of discussed functions, but sometimes global indices are bet- 
ter suited. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let us consider a fuzzy relation R defined on R x R and 
having the following matrix: 
x1 2345 
1 1 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.1 
2 0.9 1 0.4 0.1 0 
3 0.6 0.8 I 0.5 0.2 
4 0.4 0.7 0.9 1 0.4 
5 0.3 0.4 0.5 1 0.6 
(56) 
Let us consider fuzzy linear equation 
Y=A(gX, (57) 
PAY) = sup (min(p,daX PAX)) = sup (min(p,(a), PAY/~)). 
:(u,r)ERxR:?.=ur/ OER 
(58) 
Then applying the method presented in Section 3.1 we get fuzzy number A 
characterized by the membership function ,uA depicted in Fig. 1 
(calculations were performed for a finite number of a, so the membership 
function was determinated in a finite number of points ai; elsewhere the 
piecewise linear approximation was applied). 
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FIG. 1. Fuzzy coefficient of a fuzzy functional equation Y= A 0 A’. 
4. FUZZY FUNCTIONAL EQUATIONS Y=f(X, A,, A,,..., A,) 
IN THE CASE OF “NOISES” 
Let us discuss more realistic situation when we deal with different pairs 
of fuzzy data (X,, Y,), i = 1, 2 ,..., N (fuzzy numbers) without any 
assumption they fulfil any functional equation. We look for a reasonable 
way leading to the estimation A,, AZ,..., A, under the assumption of the 
concrete form of function f: Of course, the methods described before, 
applied here without any modifications will be useless. We start from the 
solution of the following problem: 
(X;, Y;), i= 1, 2 )...) N, are given, find any fuzzy relation 8, such that the 
following criterion is minimized: 
-f i(xjo R, Yi) -+ min (59) 
;= I 
([ is any nonlocal distance as well). We apply the notion of probabilistic 
sets [lo] and the methods of fuzzy-probabilistic models to estimate R 
[ 17, 11 J. Probabilistic sets 
%t;, %>9 i= 1, 2,..., c (c ,< N) (60) 
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are created by grouping the family of fuzzy sets (X,, Yi) into clusters (c), 
where monitors of probabilistic sets (e.g., membership function, vagueness 
function) are calculated by means of partition matrix obtained during the 
clustering process. The optimal number of clusters copt is calculated 
according to the equation 
It is interesting to note here that we applied the result of Sanchez, 
iT = ‘fi (E.2; @ Eq.), (63) 
,=I 
so the assumption that fuzzy relational equation is satisfied in sense of the 
first monitor (membership function of probabilistic set) was reticently 
accepted. When ii is given fuzzy functional equation is generated making 
use of the methods given in previous sections. 
In the case of fuzzy functional equation of the type Y = f(X, , X2,..., X,, 
A,, A7,..., A,,) the algorithm works in a similar way. Let a collection of 
fuzzy sets (Xi,, X,, ,..., X,,, Y,), i= 1, 2 ,..., N, is given. We look for the fuzzy 
relation iT which satisfies (minimizes) the criterion, 
,g, ((Xi, 0 x;, ’ ” 3 X, 0 R, Yj) -+ min. (64) 




is a fuzzy relation with the membership function 
(66) 
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EXAMPLE 3. Let us illustrate our method using the fuzzy data given: 
x 1 2 3 4 
Px, 1 0.6 0.8 0.5 
P’w, 0.7 1 0.5 0.2 
Ph, 0.8 0.9 I 0.6 
Px4 1 0.5 0.2 0 
Px, 0 0 0 1 
P& 0.4 0.8 1 0.7 
I; 4 8 12 16 
PY, 0 0 0.3 0.6 
P’y: 1 0.5 0.4 0.3 
P Y, 0.2 0.3 0.5 1 
P y4 0.6 1 0.3 0 
p YI 0.3 0.6 I 1 
lcY, 1 I 0.6 0.3 
(68) 
(69) 
We shall look for any fuzzy functional equation of the type 
Y=f(X A,? A,). (70) 
First, we construct fuzzy relational model, viz. fuzzy relation 1?. To perform 
clustering process, the method given by Bezdek [ I] was used (FUZZY 
ISODATA). The values of performance index given by Eq. (61) were 




4 8 12 16 
(71) 
Let us note that the direct use of the relationship: OF= r(X, @ Yi) gives 
the value of Q equal to 9, viz. 50% higher than the minimal one (for 
optimal clustering). Putting down the concrete form of equation, linear 
fuzzy equation 
Y=A (gx (72) 









FIG. 2. Performance index Q vs. number of clusters c (copr = 3). 
I I. 
2.9 3.0 3.1 3.2 3.3 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.8 3.9 4.0 a 
FIG. 3. The membership function of fuzzy number A. 
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FIG. 4. Membership functions of fuzzy numbers Y, Y’, Y”; (-) fuzzy number Y. (-- - -) 
fuzzy number Y’, (-.-.-) fuzzy number Y”. 
and taking into account the method described in Section 3.1 we get fuzzy 
number with the membership function depicted in Fig. 3. Using, e.g., fuzzy 
number A’, we could easily calculate Y’ = A 0 X,. The membership 
function of respective fuzzy set Y( Y5), Y’ are shown in the Fig. 4. We also 
calculated the simplest fuzzy functional model viz. Y = B. Its membership 
function (Y”) is also depicted in Fig. 4. 
5. CONCLUSIONS 
We discussed the idea of fuzzy functional equations of the type Y = f(X, , 
X, ,..., X,,, A,, A, ,..., A,) usually used in fuzzy analysis [9], and the 
problems concerned with the methods of resolution. It was shown that 
under several assumptions, the problem could be immediately transformed 
to the task of the resolution of fuzzy relational equation [IS]. In the case 
of fuzzy numbers with “noises” two-stage algorithm was proposed: On the 
first stage of fuzzy relation is created, next-fuzzy functional model was 
proposed. Two groups of performance indices of validation of fuzzy 
functional equation were discussed as well. Numerical examples form an 
illustration of presented algorithms. 
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